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This time, Wang Mao did not take it gently. He had to beat Samuel in order to reconstruct 

his position in the chessboard world in Cloud City. 

Although not many people understood that he would shed the game, it was a terrific 

psychological impact to Wang Mao since Samuel was also young. He was so young that 

Wang Mao assumed it was impossible for him to have such strength. 

” Since my master is significant, you need to beware. Don’t blame me for not advising you,” 

Xie Fei, who was backing up Wang Mao, stated to Samuel with a smile. 

Samuel responded as well as put on a major look. Certainly, he was currently involved in the 

chess video game. 

Thirty-eight lines crisscrossed with each other, and the 361 chess pieces were put. From the 

moment they held the chess, this was not a straightforward chessboard, yet a battlefield. 

Xie Fei did not check out the two of them playing, because he really felt that the result was 

clear. The procedure was trivial whatsoever. 

 

Both Tian Changsheng and Xu Huan were really severe. 

Tian Changsheng gained from Samuel that he was 100% certain that he can beat Wang 

Mao, so he wished to see if Samuel was actually so powerful, or he was simply boasting. 

Although Xu Huan did not believe Samuel could win, she was extremely interested 

regarding what type of stamina Samuel might reveal as well as whether he could become 

her prince charming. 

 

As the game went much deeper, Wang Mao’s expression ended up being much more and 

also more major. When he was in the center of the video game, Wang Mao felt that he had 

no way to alter it. 



Only a few leading masters might place a lot pressure on him on the chessboard, yet the 

boy before him was just in his twenties. 

He cleaned the sweat from his temple. In recent times, he had actually hardly ever felt this 

sort of pressure when playing chess. Even if he can win, he would have a brand-new degree 

of respect for Samuel. 

Xie Fei’s face was originally filled with ridicule, but when he saw Wang Mao’s face becoming 

a lot more as well as uglier, he felt especially disturbed. “Did this person actually can win his 

master?” 

Looking thoroughly at the circumstance on the chessboard, he discovered that his master 

was indeed at a drawback. He could assume that his master had taken it lightly in the early 

morning, yet he was extremely significant in this game. 

If he shed also similar to this, would not his master’s online reputation be wrecked in his 

hands? 

No, he would certainly never enable something to take place. 

Xie Fei gritted his teeth and also walked over to Wang Mao. He pretended to be concerned 

and stated, “Master, if you are tired, you can rest for some time.” 

Wang Mao trembled his head. He might lose the game, yet he could not lose in character. 

Xie Fei looked at Samuel coldly and also pressed the chessboard with one hand. He said, 

“My master is tired. 

” Xie Fei, what are you doing?” Tian Changsheng stated angrily. 

Wang Mao likewise stood up and also looked at Xie Fei madly. It does not matter if I shed 

the video game. 

Generally, Wang Mao suched as Xie Fei significantly due to the fact that Xie Fei had the 

highest achievement in Go among all his disciples. His personality was rather faulty, in Wang 

Mao’s point of view, it was not impossible to polish it. 



As the claiming goes, an item of jade can’t be built without an item of jade. Xie Fei was a 

great item of fabric, yet Wang Mao never ever assumed that he would certainly do such a 

thing. 

” Wang Mao, did your seniors teach you this kind of etiquette? Tian Changsheng was very 

dissatisfied. This was a wonderful game of chess. 

Xie Fei’s face altered substantially. If Tian Changsheng hated the Xie Household due to this 

matter, the error he made would certainly not just destroy one game of chess, yet 

additionally the whole Xie Family members. 

” Grandpa Tian, I’m sorry. I just saw that my master was exhausted, so I was impulsive. 

Please forgive me,” Xie Fei stated in a panic. 

Tian Changsheng didn’t also look at Xie Fei, but obtained his phone. At his age, he lastly 

discovered something fascinating, yet Xie Fei was so thankless as well as simply apologized. 

How could he be in a good state of mind? 

” Ask the participants of the Xie family to go upstairs,” Tian Changsheng stated on the 

phone. 

Xie Fei was so scared that his legs turned to jelly. He knelt down in front of Tian 

Changsheng and also stated, “Grandfather Tian, I’m sorry. Please forgive my impulsiveness. 

Xu Huan had been very respectful to Xie Fei, but at this time, she could not help considering 

him with contempt. “That’s so revolting. Do you really believe that you can make your 

master proud by utilizing such a shameless approach to damage the game? What an idiot.” 

” Master, please, please conserves me.” Seeing that Tian Changsheng disregarded him, Xie 

Fei stooped down once again to Wang Mao. He was Wang Mao’s very first adherent, so 

Wang Mao would certainly not transform a blind eye to conserve him. 

Wang Mao now felt that he had actually shed all his face since of Xie Fei. It was truly difficult 

for him to accept shedding the video game, however he can decline that he would certainly 

get away from losing the video game in this way. 

” Xie Fei, I thought your personality deserved carving up. I really did not anticipate you to be 

so muddle-headed,” Wang Mao stated, gritting his teeth. 



” Judging from his tone, Wang Mao is not mosting likely to conserve him, is he?” 

 


